Abstract. We present a new algorithm based on Dual Graph Contraction (DGC) to transform the Run Graph into its Minimum Line Property Preserving (MLPP) form which, when implemented in parallel, requires O(log(longestcurve)) steps. A MLPP graph of a line image compliments the structural information in geometric graph representations like the run graph. Using such a graph and its dual, line image analysis systems can e ciently detect topological features like loops and holes and make use of relations like containment.
Introduction
The goal of line image analysis is to convert paper or micro lm based line images into an electronic form for easier manipulation, processing, and searching. The high scanning resolutions used during conversion result in very large images for which e cient processing methods and storage are necessary. If algorithms to manipulate and process the line images are to be e cient and have low time and space complexities they can not work directly on the O(n 2 ) iconic representation of the image. Instead a base representation of the line image that losslessly compress its geometric structure and topology so that algorithms can e ciently access it is needed. We propose and give an e cient method of computing a new combined representation which meets these requirements.
Line Image Representations
A natural representation for an image is an array where each element represents the intensity or color in a spatially corresponding area of the image. This representation maps itself very simply and elegantly into most programming languages and enables a natural raster style of processing. A disadvantage is that the representation does not re ect the structure of the image because regardless of whether the image contains a few scattered on pixels or a complex scene the ? This work was supported by the Austrian Science Foundation grant S7002-MAT amount of memory allocated is constant and dependent only on the dimensions of the image (i.e., w h s where w and h are the width and height of the image and s is the storage size of a pixel).
When processing line images we need to use high scanning resolutions to ensure that details are not merged (e.g., the touching character problem) and that they contain enough information to distinguish among them (e.g., the thickness of di erent lines). The memory requirements for the array representation is O(n 2 ) in terms of the number of pixels, leading to O(n 2 ) time algorithms, to avoid this we will not use an iconic representation but instead a symbolic one in which the primitives are groups of pixels.
Skeleton and Contour Based
Many skeleton based representations of images have been derived from the Medial Axis Transform (MAT) 1]. The MAT consists of the set of points in which each point is equidistant from its two closest boundary points. Skeletons are often computed using local operators making them sensitive to noise and causing many artifacts including unwanted short segments, called spurs, which jut o of a skeleton edge. Many algorithms 2] and heuristics have been proposed to rectify the above problems, but in addition skeletons are an inherently lossy or non-information preserving representation. Skeletons are often computed using local operators making them sensitive to noise and causing many artifacts including unwanted short segments, called spurs, which jut o of a skeleton edge.
While the skeleton representation does encode the local topology of each image element (i.e., connected component consisting of four connected on pixels) topological relations for the entire image like containment are not preserved. Skeletons are not ideal for encoding the spatial extent of an image element since most algorithms perform heuristics to remove artifacts from the skeleton, after which it is no longer possible to recreate the original contours of the image element using the radius function. Contour based representations on the other hand are especially suited for encoding this type of information.
Contour based representations consider only the border pixels of an object (e.g., the symbol \8" contains three contours: the outside double loop and the two inner loops). In order to extract some of the structure of the contour and to compress the representation, contours are often encoded. The most common encoding is Freeman 3] or chain coding in which the contour is followed from a given starting point by encoding each pixel's location in terms of the relative direction (e.g., up, down, left, right) from its neighbor. The Freeman code is compact because the absolute value for each pixel is not stored but instead for each contour a single absolute value and the shorter relative values are stored.
Contour representations are information preserving and do compress the image but it is di cult to derive the topology of an image from its contour representation. More sophisticated versions of Freeman coding, like the Primitives Chain Coding (PCC) 4], do encode the complete line structure and topology by indicating the end points and branching points of lines. Contour representations are especially sensitive to noise along object borders, such noise, in the form of spur pixels, is unfortunately often an artifact of scanning. These noise pixels result in spurious features when encoded with chain codes like PCC. Extensive progress 5] in detecting and eliminating such noise has been made, but unlike standard chain coding which can be done in a single pass through the image such methods are heuristic based, computationally expensive and are not information preserving.
One of the drawbacks of contour representations is that they do not encode the topology of objects, whereas skeleton representations do. In addition a disadvantage of skeleton representations is there inability to encode the spatial extent of objects in contrast to contour representations. A representation combining contours and there corresponding skeletons 6] provides the local topology of skeletons and the shape information of contours, this representation is however computationally expensive to create and requires sophisticated data structures to use e ciently.
Graph Based
In a run length or interval encoding 7] of an image, maximal sequences of black pixels in a column or row are stored. These 1 l rectangles form an information preserving and compressed representation of the image. Both di erent size rectangles and maximal squares have been used to extend this representation, the later being another representation of the Medial Axis Transform. The advantages of these representations are that they are inexpensive to compute, information preserving, and compressed. Unfortunately it is di cult to extract structural or topological information from this representation without re-encoding it.
A simple re-encoding of the run length representation is the Line Adjacency Graph (LAG) 8] in which vertical columns of pixels are encoded into runs, each run is considered a node, and adjacent runs are connected by edges. This simple graph re-encoding as shown in Figure 1 (a) does provide access to the local topological structure of the image, but the shape of an object is only available by examining each of its nodes.
In the LAG every vertical run is a node of the graph and graph edges serve only to connect adjacent runs. The LAG can be reformulated 9] to obtain the Vertical Simple Graph (VSG) representation of Figure 1(b) . As the VSG is built up entirely of vertical runs, when a line is near vertical it will be encoded in a non-optimal fashion, instead graphs built of mixed horizontal and vertical runs can be constructed.
The mixed run graph representation is built from both vertical runs (e.g., the VSG and LAG) and horizontal runs. It is conceptually a merging of vertical and horizontal simple graphs as can be seen in Figure 1(c) .
The run graph representation for an image is constructed by rst nding maximal vertical and horizontal runs and then using simple rules (i.e., see 10] where we extend those of Monagan 11] and 9]) to encode them into node and edge areas. The run graph is information preserving; the runs underlying the nodes and edges completely encode the shape of the image. The run graph provides the local topology of each image element and we can compute its dual graph to obtain the topology of the entire image.
Often in document image analysis we are interested in the line properties (i.e., the end and crossing points of lines) of the line image. Since the run graph is built from simple, local de nitions 10] it contains many nodes and edges which are extraneous in a minimum line property preserving representation. We now present a new general method for transforming run graphs into their minimum line property preserving (MLPP) graph representations. Decimation parameters can be selected in a number of di erent ways (e.g., data dependent selection criteria or by interactive selection). In this paper it is controlled by the selection criteria derived from the topological relations between the lines in the image. The criteria are formulated as a set of formal rules. They allow to de ne those important entities of the represented data that should survive the contraction process. Independent of the chosen parameters, the process preserves several properties of the surviving parts: their connectivity, planarity, and topology. 
Label Examples Explanation

Curve Labeling Rules
In general the lines of a line drawing represent curves connecting end points and junctions. The discrete sampling resulting from digitizing the image splits these curves into small curve segments which must be correctly reconnected during contraction. Curves and cells are related by several cell classes (Fig. 4) and to simplify comparison with previous methods 13] we use a grid graph base where each pixel cell is a node with edges between each of its 4-adjacent pixel cells. We assume that the pixel grid overlays a set of curves where the cell classes are consistent (i.e., if a curve crosses a boundary segment then both cells adjacent to this segment are in the correct class) and that all curves are distinguishable in the base (i.e., there is no more than one curve in each cell of the base except in *-cells). We initialize the algorithm by assigning all cells in the base one of the four cell-classes using the following simple algorithm. If a curve crosses an edge, then the edge receives an attribute 1 otherwise 0 and all pixel cells sum the attributes of their incident edges. Sums of 0, 1, and 2 correspond to 0-cell, 1-cell, and 2-cells respectively, while cells with a sum greater than 2 are *-cells. In the dual irregular pyramids the cells where the curves are represented are contracted and not the dual graph as was done in 14].
Selecting the Contraction Kernels
The rules in Table 1 (a) di er slightly from those in 15] in that we now allow *-cells to merge with 0-cells and 2-cells since the geometrical position of the junction is inherited from the base graph. Due to this change faces in the dual graph surrounded by either one (i.e., a self-loop) or two parallel marked edges may appear and must be excluded from dual face contraction so that no line segments are lost in the nal graph. 1-cells and *-cells must always survive and the bridges of connecting paths inherit their attributes to the new edge. Random selection, as in adaptive pyramids 16], applies whenever the given rules do not determine the contraction kernels completely. The rules of Table 1 We apply these rules recursively, as shown in Table 1 (b), to dually contract the graphs until no further contraction is possible. The resulting graph has the following properties: there are no 0-cells and no 2-cells present, the number of 1-cells is the same as in the base graph.
Our method constructs a topologically correct and minimal description for all possible planar con gurations of curves regardless of how complicated their layout is. All curves have been contracted to minimal length and those which were separate in the base remain distinct. The connectivity information of the base is preserved and all empty space has been removed. Any further deletions would remove either a line end point or crossing point and hence destroy the line topology.
Computational Complexity
One iteration of dual graph contraction reduces the length of the curves in terms of edges by at least a factor of two since surviving vertices of the curves are not allowed to be neighbors. After n iterations the curve has been reduced by a factor of 2 n . No further contraction is possible when all curves between curve ends and junctions have become a single edge. Hence the number of iterations needed until convergence is O(log(max-curve-length)).
Implementation and Conclusions
In presenting the theory of the graph transformation we used a pixel based grid graph as the base and made the assumption that curves were always only a single pixel wide. In developing real world line image understanding methods we can not use a pixel based grid graph as the base since it would require roughly four times more storage then the already too large n 2 iconic representation and would lead to O(n 2 ) algorithms. By using the run graph representation directly as the base for the transformation we reduce our memory requirements and allow arbitrarily thick curves and objects while still ensuring the properties of the transform.
When using the run graph as the base only the 0-cells need to be labeled and all other cell values can be computed from their degree as follows:
0-cells encoded the space between curves in the grid graph and were necessary to ensure that the topology of the dual graph was correct. When using the run graph as base far fewer are necessary, a single 0-cell is inserted for each face of the run graph and an edge between it and each vertex of the face is created. By using the run graph as a base we eliminate the need for preprocessing the graph to set node labels and can immediately apply the rules of Tables 1  to select into its MLPP topological form, and when implemented in parallel, requires O(log(longestcurve)) steps. Software for dual graph contraction is available from the IAPR Technical Committee 15 software page http://www.prip.tuwien.ac.at/TC15/software.html
